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Berry Full of DNA
Exploring Properties of Strawberry DNA

Question What properties of DNA can be observed in a test tube?

Lab Overview In this investigation you will break open strawberry
cells, prepare a filtered extract containing strawberry DNA, and sepa-
rate out molecules of DNA in a test tube.

Background Every cell in a strawberry contains eight copies of each
of its chromosomes. As a result, strawberries contain large amounts of
DNA. After this lab, you will never eat a strawberry again without
thinking of how much DNA is in it! Strawberry DNA is easy to extract
because strawberries are easy to mash, and ripe strawberries produce
enzymes that contribute to the breakdown of cell walls. To extract the
DNA, you will first break strawberry cells apart mechanically, by
crushing them. Next, you will add detergents to dissolve the cell’s
plasma membranes. A filtering step then removes cell organelles, bro-
ken cell walls, membrane fragments, and other cell debris. The result
will be a red-colored solution containing DNA and other small dis-
solved molecules such as sugars and proteins. When cold ethanol is
layered on top of this solution, molecules of ethanol repel the DNA
molecules, and the DNA clumps together. A ropelike clump of many
DNA molecules forms that is large enough to see with the unaided eye.

Prelab Activity Observe this sketch of a plant cell. Notice that the
DNA is located inside the nucleus. Afterward, answer the Prelab
Questions on the next page.

Objective to extract
DNA from strawber-
ries and observe its
properties

Inquiry Skills
• observing
• making inferences
• drawing conclu-

sions

Time
• 15–20 min for

Prelab Activity
• 30–40 min for the

Lab Activity
• 15–20 min for the

Analysis and 
Conclusions

The salt in the deter-
gent solution keeps
the proteins in the
extract layer so that
they do not precipi-
tate with the DNA.

Make a model of a
strawberry cell to
describe the lab
steps. Use a light-
colored latex helium-
quality balloon to
represent the plasma
membrane. Place
hard candies inside
the balloon to repre-
sent organelles. Use
smaller candies to
represent proteins.
For the nucleus, use
a round plastic con-
tainer from a candy
machine and fill it
with thread. You will
need to cut off part
of the stem of the
balloon to get the
container inside.
Blow up the balloon.
To represent the cell
wall, place the filled
balloon inside a
green plastic straw-
berry basket.

Ask students what
the different parts of
the model represent.
Discuss the lab pro-
cedure, demonstrat-
ing the effects on the
model. Add more
thread to represent
DNA from other cells.

Cytoplasm
(contains
proteins)

Plasma
membrane

Cell wall Mitochondrion

Nucleus

Vacuole
DNA

Chloroplast

Plant Cell
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120 Biology: Exploring Life

Prelab Questions 

1. To isolate strawberry DNA, you must separate it from other cell
materials. Some of the lab steps you will use are listed in the left
column below. Match the letter of each lab step with its effects on
strawberry cells and enter your answers in the spaces provided.
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Lab Steps Effects on Strawberry Cells

a. Mash the fruit to a slush. _____ breaks open the cells

b. Filter the strawberry extract. _____ dissolves plasma membranes

c. Add detergent solution. _____ clumps DNA together

d. Layer cold ethanol over _____ separates organelles and cell 
filtered extract. debris, such as fragments of

cell walls and membranes,
from DNA and small dis-
solved molecules such as
proteins and sugars

2. If a molecule of DNA is invisible even under a microscope, how
will you be able to see the strawberry DNA you extract?

3. Why do you think the clump of DNA molecules has a
ropelike shape?

threadlike. When many threads wrap together, they make a rope.

The clump of DNA molecules has a ropelike shape because each DNA molecule is long and 

seen with the unaided eye.

Many molecules of DNA will clump together, forming a much thicker strand of DNA that can be 

a

c

d

b
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Materials

• self-sealing plastic freezer bag
• strawberry 
• 10 mL detergent solution
• filtration apparatus: cheesecloth, funnel, and test tube
• ice-cold ethanol
• test tube (clear plastic or glass) 
• stirring rod or inoculating loop 
• test tube rack (optional)
• microcentrifuge tube (optional)

Procedure  

1. Place one strawberry in a self-sealing plastic freezer bag. Press
the air out of the bag, and seal it carefully. Mash the bagged
strawberry with your fist for 2 min.

2. Add the detergent solution to the bag. Press the air out carefully
and seal the bag. 

3. Mash the bagged strawberry for 1 min.

4. Set up your filtration apparatus as shown below. If a test tube
rack is available, place the test tube securely in the rack.
CAUTION: Handle glassware carefully to avoid breakage.
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Cheesecloth

Filtration apparatus
Test tube

Funnel

5. Pour the liquid extract into the filtration apparatus, and let it
drip directly into the test tube, as shown above.

6. When the test tube is about 1/8 full, remove the funnel. Discard
any extra mashed strawberry pulp with the cheesecloth.

7. Slowly drizzle cold ethanol along the side of the test tube, until
the test tube is about half full of liquid. The ethanol should form a
separate layer on top of the filtered extract.

Safety and Disposal 
Remind students to
wear safety goggles
when handling the
DNA extraction
buffer and observing
the precipitation of
DNA. Ethanol at the
concentrations used
is toxic and can be
absorbed through
the skin. Tell stu-
dents to wash their
hands well after
doing the extraction.
Flush test tube con-
tents down the drain
and wash test tubes
for reuse. 

Advance 
Preparation

One or two days
before the lab
• Obtain plastic self-

sealing storage
bags, fresh or
frozen strawber-
ries, and cheese-
cloth. Freezer
storage bags work
best because they
are thick and less
likely to break. If
you are using
frozen strawber-
ries, thaw them
before the lab.

• Prepare the deter-
gent solution (DNA
extraction buffer).
For 100 lab
groups, combine
in a large beaker:

– 100 mL (3/8
cup) of sham-
poo (without
conditioner),
or 50 mL of
liquid dish-
washing
detergent

– 15 g NaCl 
(2 tsps)

– 900 mL water
• Cut cheesecloth

squares (two lay-
ers thick) large
enough to hang
over the edge of
the funnel.

The day of the lab
The 90% ethanol
must be kept cold.
For easy dispensing,
place ethanol in sev-
eral small dropper
bottles and keep
them on ice in a con-
venient location.
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122 Biology: Exploring Life

8. Dip the loop or rod into the tube to where the ethanol and extract
layers meet, as shown below. Gently twirl the loop or rod. Keep
the tube at eye level so that you can see what is happening.
Observe the characteristics of the DNA as it precipitates (clumps
together). If a microcentrifuge tube is available, place some of the
DNA you prepared into the tube. Be sure to cap the tube tightly.
This will give you an opportunity to examine the DNA closely.
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Expected Results
When students layer
the ethanol on their
strawberry extract,
they will see fine
white strands of
DNA form at the
interface. When they
stir the DNA into the
ethanol layer, the
DNA will form fibers
that will spool onto
the stirring rod or
loop like cotton
candy.

Strawberry
extract layer

Ethanol layer

Interface
(area where

the extract and
ethanol meet)

Loop

Analysis and Conclusions

1. Describe the DNA you extracted. How was the appearance of
the DNA similar or dissimilar to what you have learned in
Concept 11.2 about DNA structure?

2. A person cannot see a single strand of cotton thread from
30 meters away, but if thousands of threads are wound together
into a rope, the rope can be seen at some distance. How is this
statement an analogy to the DNA extraction you did?

are many thousands of strands clumped together, they form a mass thick enough to be visible.

Sample answer: Individual DNA molecules are far too narrow to see with the unaided eye, but if there 

that they could see “strings of nucleotides,” but were not able to discern the double helix.

thin fibers, threads that look like spider silk, threadlike noodles, and so on. Students may answer

Student descriptions of extracted strawberry DNA will vary but may include descriptions of long, 
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3. DNA dissolves in water, but not in ethanol. Explain what hap-
pened when the ethanol came in contact with the strawberry
extract during the DNA extraction.

4. In order to study human genes, scientists must first extract the
DNA from human tissues. Would you expect the method of DNA
extraction for human DNA to be the same as the method you used
to extract DNA from strawberries? Why or why not? 

5. List two possible scientific questions that could be explored by
studying strawberry DNA.

Extension

Strawberry cells are octoploid (each cell contains eight sets of chromo-
somes), whereas banana cells are triploid (each cell contains three sets
of chromosomes). Which do you predict will yield a greater quantity of
DNA—5 g of strawberry tissue or 5 g of banana tissue? With permis-
sion from your teacher, do the following experiment to test
your prediction.

With a laboratory balance, measure 5 g of strawberry tissue and
5 g of banana tissue. Place each sample in a separate, self-sealing
plastic bag. Repeat the DNA extraction procedure to compare the
relative amounts of DNA in each sample.

other strawberries?

sold in most stores? How does the DNA from a parasite resistant strawberry compare with 

Sample questions: How is the DNA of wild strawberries different from the DNA of strawberries 

debris to filter out.

do not have cell walls, they would be easier to break apart, and there would not be any cell wall 

Sample answer: Yes, similar in that cells would need to be broken apart. But because animal cells 

stirred into the ethanol, it clumped together and formed thicker and thicker strands large enough to see.

Sample answer: The DNA dissolved in the detergent solution so we could not see it. When it got 
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Extension
Students will find
that they can extract
substantially more
DNA from the straw-
berry sample than
from the banana
sample. However,
keep in mind that
there are several
variables that could
affect their results,
such as the amount
of sugar and carbo-
hydrate in each, and
the size and fragil-
ity of each cell.
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